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On a drizzly Tuesday night in late January, 200 people came out to hear a
psychiatrist talk rhapsodically about play — not just the intense, joyous play of
children, but play for all people, at all ages, at all times. (All species too; the lecture
featured touching photos of a polar bear and a husky engaging playfully at a snowy
outpost in northern Canada.) Stuart Brown, president of the National Institute for
Play, was speaking at the New York Public Library’s main branch on 42nd Street. He
created the institute in 1996, after more than 20 years of psychiatric practice and
research persuaded him of the dangerous long-term consequences of play
deprivation. In a sold-out talk at the library, he and Krista Tippett, host of the publicradio program ‘‘Speaking of Faith,’’ discussed the biological and spiritual
underpinnings of play. Brown called play part of the ‘‘developmental sequencing of

becoming a human primate. If you look at what produces learning and memory and
well-being, play is as fundamental as any other aspect of life, including sleep and
dreams.’’
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The message seemed to resonate with audience members, who asked anxious
questions about what seemed to be the loss of play in their children’s lives. Their
concern came, no doubt, from the recent deluge of eulogies to play . Educators fret
that school officials are hacking away at recess to make room for an increasingly
crammed curriculum. Psychologists complain that overscheduled kids have no time
left for the real business of childhood: idle, creative, unstructured free play. Public
health officials link insufficient playtime to a rise in childhood obesity. Parents
bemoan the fact that kids don’t play the way they themselves did — or think they did.
And everyone seems to worry that without the chance to play stickball or hopscotch

out on the street, to play with dolls on the kitchen floor or climb trees in the woods,
today’s children are missing out on something essential.
The success of ‘‘The Dangerous Book for Boys’’ — which has been on the best-seller
list for the last nine months — and its step-by-step instructions for activities like
folding paper airplanes is testament to the generalized longing for play’s good old
days. So were the questions after Stuart Brown’s library talk; one woman asked how
her children will learn trust, empathy and social skills when their most frequent
playing is done online. Brown told her that while video games do have some play
value, a true sense of ‘‘interpersonal nuance’’ can be achieved only by a child who is
engaging all five senses by playing in the three-dimensional world.
This is part of a larger conversation Americans are having about play. Parents bobble
between a nostalgia-infused yearning for their children to play and fear that time
spent playing is time lost to more practical pursuits. Alarming headlines about U.S.
students falling behind other countries in science and math, combined with the evermore-intense competition to get kids into college, make parents rush to sign up their
children for piano lessons and test-prep courses instead of just leaving them to
improvise on their own; playtime versus résumé building.
Discussions about play force us to reckon with our underlying ideas about childhood,
sex differences, creativity and success. Do boys play differently than girls? Are
children being damaged by staring at computer screens and video games? Are they
missing something when fantasy play is populated with characters from Hollywood’s
imagination and not their own? Most of these issues are too vast to be addressed by a
single field of study (let alone a magazine article). But the growing science of play
does have much to add to the conversation. Armed with research grounded in
evolutionary biology and experimental neuroscience, some scientists have shown
themselves eager — at times perhaps a little too eager — to promote a scientific
argument for play. They have spent the past few decades learning how and why play
evolved in animals, generating insights that can inform our understanding of its
evolution in humans too. They are studying, from an evolutionary perspective, to
what extent play is a luxury that can be dispensed with when there are too many
other competing claims on the growing brain, and to what extent it is central to how
that brain grows in the first place.

Scientists who study play, in animals and humans alike, are developing a consensus
view that play is something more than a way for restless kids to work off steam; more
than a way for chubby kids to burn off calories; more than a frivolous luxury. Play, in
their view, is a central part of neurological growth and development — one important
way that children build complex, skilled, responsive, socially adept and cognitively
flexible brains.

